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  Access a Better Living Environment
“Architecture to Help Create An Enhanced Way to Cope and Thrive”

1000 words written description on how the design addresses the requirements of the brief:

For the past few months, we have been looking at how someone with cerebral palsy and mobility chal-
lenges gets around. We have been consulting with the CP community including professionals, parents 
and therapists to understand what their feedback meant for a better architecture. 

Our in depth consultation has a very ambitious outcome. We want to deliver:
•	 A	Pain	free,	bump	free,	bruise	free	built	environment	by design and not by padding
•	 An	architecture	that	promotes	Social Integration and Acceptance of the person with CP in 

particular and disability at large
•	 An	architecture	that	stimulates all the senses and helps the CP person to become more inde-

pendent, engage positively with movement and life 
•	 An	Additive/ flexible model of space design to embrace the diversity of families, suit the spec-

trum of needs and strengthen the ecosphere of kindness 
•	 A	Strong	connection	between	interior	and	exterior	with	the	intention	to	create	uplifting	environ-

ments and aid with physical wellbeing

We want to: 
•	 Use	natural finishes with healing properties 
•	 Promote	Social	progress	hand	in	hand	with	design/technology progress
•	 Reshape	how	we	as	a	society	view	disability.	The	CP	community	success	depends	a	lot	on	how	

they are viewed
•	 Redesign	a	space	with	an	ambition	to	Embrace our differences
•	 Ensure	high	level	of	indoor air quality, thermal comfort  and acoustics that help improve the 

quality of life, health and social behavior
•	 Develop	State	of	the	Art	alternative response to conventional residential design that can 

easily be applied to various common and public spaces
•	 Find	the	right	balance	between	beautiful,	bruise	free	and	functional

We as the designer team considered a conventional Ottawa (Canada) Bungalow with the goal to trans-
form	it	into	a	functional,	bump	free,	supportive,	flexible	and	uplifting	living	space	for	the	users.	
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The	floor	plan	is	optimized	to	accommodate	suitable	
Physical layouts including:

•	 Barrier	 free	spaces	 fully	compliant	with	Universal Design principles, applicable codes 
and good practice tips for assisted walking opportunities

•	 Functional design allowing a person with CP to easily move around and perform basic 
self care. We are proposing a design around a central hub where all members of a family 
are invited to gather, play and share while avoiding to isolate the person with mobility chal-
lenges for optimal social integration

•	 Safety & Pain Free Environment through generous spaces beyond the accommoda-
tion of mobility equipment clearances and turning radiuses and where angles and sharp 
edges are eliminated 

•	 Easy recognition of Obstacles that could be sensed via different sensory channels. 
•	 Sliding	Doors	with	smooth	edge	treatment	with	no	thresholds	versus	conventional	swing	

doors 
•	 Flexible space layout achieved through movable elements on ceiling tracks to suit vari-

able and evolving needs while maintaining generous spaces and privacy.

Furniture & Furnishing that allows a person with CP to feel secure about personal safety and accident 
minimization	through:	

•	 Fixed,	semi fixed features that emphasize alternatives, offer choice and encourage 
autonomy

		 								Examples:	
•	 Inflatable	furniture	easy	to	store	when	not	in	use
•	 Adjustable	height	furniture	and	millwork	i.e	table,	counter,	
•	 Furniture	Adaptable	to	various	postures:	organic	shape	seating	filled	with	sand	and/or	

grass seating
•	 Murphy	bed	to	easily	accommodate	a	guest	as	needed	while	enjoying	the	extra	space	

the rest of time
•	 Versatile	Harvest	table	with	an	organic	shape,	mobile	and	height	adjustable	for	family	

gathering, game nights and prep table 
•	 Textured materials	such	as	Sheepskin	rug,	felted	wool	used	as	tools	for	proactive	heal-

ing and additional comfort
•	 Interactive furnishings	such	as	an	IPAD	floor:	with	age	appropriate	games	for	Balance	

Training and regular entertaining physical activities

Fixtures	&	Fittings	easy	to	use	and	arranged	to	minimize	hazards	and	errors	with	built-in	failsafe	option	when	
possible
•	 Chrome	guard	protection	at	Window	curtain	wall
•	 Washroom	accessories	proposed	are	bigger	 than	conventional,	 recessed	and	with	con-

trasting colors
•	 Recessed	toilet	tank
•	 Therapeutic	Tub	with	built	in	massage	nozzles	and	a	door	for	easy	access
•	 Shower	with	level	floor	teak	slat	mat	over	recessed	drain	sloped	floor
•	 Tap	controls	at	sinks	and	lavatory	are	easily	accessible	
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Appliances	of	proper	size	and	space	for	approach	and	use:	
A clear line of sight for seated & standing user is maintained along with a comfortable reach 

•	 Kitchen	millwork	and	appliances	have	sliding	drawers	for	easier	access
•	 Wall	oven	is	equipped	with	hinged	door	and	a	sliding	tray	underneath	for	easier	use

 
Surfaces:	walls	&	floors	with	easy	redundant	multi-sensorial	perception

•	 Floor	finishes	include	thick	cork	underlayment	to	reduce and absorb the shock of any 
potential fall. 

•	 Wayfinding by using tactile and contrasting surfaces has been integrated
•	 Infloor heating	to	provide	warm	floor	that	encourages	walking
•	 Bravery wall: We have allowed for a bravery wall in our design where the CP member 

would	slide	a	note	daily	with	a	rank	on	his	bump	free	experience.	These	notes	would	be	all	
collected and read on his birthday to celebrate their bravery and how are becoming ABLE.

Lighting to enhance to space quality with:
•	 Programmable lighting to create washes of light depending on needs (lavender wall, yel-

low light bath) 
•	 Light	pendants	 to	create	visual texture in a room airspace such as bedrooms, wash-

rooms and the sunroom

Nature … a peaceful and healing retreat via: 
•	 Strong	Connection interior and exterior 
•	 Outdoor	Living	wall	with	Lavender &/ or Jasmine
•	 Grass	pad:	walking bare foot on the grass strengthens and stretches the muscles.
•	 Raised herb garden	and	Grass	stool	seating	to	accommodate	bending	difficulties

Articulating and describing strategies that make a design bump free and inclusive of the CP community is 
challenging but doable with the guidance of the user group. 
The efforts described in this submission are ambitious attempts to put on paper concepts to embrace 
our	differences	and	to	confirm	that	any	design	problem	can	be	successfully	addressed.
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